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Columnists defend media
13) Kathy McLaughlin
Staff Writer
The two youngest syndicated
columnists in America defended
the position of the reporter in
domestic and foreign journalism
Thursday night in Hauck

hostile undercurrents and a
development of opposition," he
said. "We underestimated the
Moslem strength."
Cultural problems arise in
foreign reporting, said Glen.
"It's an 'us against them' type of
attitude that all reporters have,"
he said. "Our reporters
overriding national interests taint
out ability to be objective."
Glen said there were also
political problems in foreign
reporting. Censorship, he said,
was a particular problem. There
is a strong effort to clamp down
on the news sent out of a country," he said.
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Auditorium.
Maxwell Glen, 24, and Cody
Shearer, 30, who write a
Washington-based column, told
an audience of about 50 the
public is often misinformed, but
it is not the fault of the reporter.
Glen, who has traveled widely
throughout the world, spoke on
foreign reporting, saying it is often one-sided.
Citing Egypt as an example,
Glen said, "We relied on Sadat
for all information. We did not
oppress or speak to any opposition." Glen was in Egypt for
two weeks last year.
Glen said democracy was "a
joke" in Egypt. "There were

Shearer said there was also
censorship in domestic journalism. "Unfortunately, in this
country it is still true that the
opinions of the newspaper are the
opinions of the owner and his
friends," he said.
"Reporters write, and the
owners change the composition
of the story according to their
political beliefs," Shearer said.
He said stories are often not
printed because the content conflicts with the publisher's beliefs.
During the 1980 presidential
campaign, Shearer and Glen
discovered that one member of
the Federal Election Campaign
Committee was secretly working
for Howard Baker's campaign.
"The story was killed because
the editorial manager was a
friend of Howard Baker." said

Shearer. The story had been
submitted to the National Journal.
Another problem which faces
domestic reporters is that information is often unobtainable,
said Shearer.
The Reagan administration is
"anti-information" Shearer said.
"Nobody will talk. They've been
told by the White House that if
they talk they will be fired," he
said.
Shearer and Glen began syndicating their national social
political column in 1979. They
write on both foreign and
domestic subjects.
Shearer has worked in the

Maxwell Glen
journalism field since 1968,
writing for Newsweek, The
Dispatch News Service, Parade,
mid The Boston Phoenix. Glen
has reported for the National
Journal, and the II ashingtott
Post.

F.A.R.O.G.tops EBC funding list
by Tim Rice
Staff Wriler
The Executive Budgetary Committee (EBC)recommended funding four student organizations a total of $9,884.04
during a Thursday afternoon session in the Old Town
room of the Memorial Union.
The Franco American Resource Opportunity Group
(F.A.R.O.G.) received $4,000 of their requested $4,800.
pending General Student Senate approval.
The money will go mainly to fund F.A.R.O.Ci.'s
bilingual newsletter, and there was some debate as to
whether or not enough students would profit from the
group. But in the end the EBC was convinced that
F.A.R.O.G.'s direct, as well as indirect influence will
benefit the student community as a whole.
The EBC recommended the Men's Lacrosse Club be
funded $2,875.33 of their requested $3,547.30 to be used
mainly for equipment and traveling expenses. The club
began 12 years ago, and currently has 34 members. David
Wilson, its president, said the club is working on trying to
make it a varsity sport. Right now none of the team's
equipment or supplies can be bought through the university. "It's too bad they make things as difficult as

possible," said Rainer Rothbacher, EBC member and
Student Government treasurer, "because you guys
represent the university as much as a varsity sport does."
The Student Alumni Association, represented by
President Laura Gordon, was the only group to be funded
as requested, and received $2,173.
The UMaine SAA, with its 60 active members, was one
of the first schools in the country to pioneer an alumni
association when it began 7 years ago.
The Senior Skulls, UMO's non-academic honor society.
received $834.91 from the EBC. The Skulls sponsor
various community services, and every year are responsible
for organizing homecoming.
Kappa kappa Psi was the one organization that didn't
show up at the meeting. The EBC voted by a 4-2 margin to
table the band fraternity's request indefinitely, as it was
the third time the group failed to make their scheduled appearance. "It's a shame that one or two people might be
ruining it for the whole group," Rot hbacher said.
"If they really need money, they' get in touch with
us," said Charlie Mercer. "We're waiting."

Computer
to analyze
paper mills
by John Took
Staff Writer
The chemical engineering department is developing a computer model
to analyze the paper production
process in mills. The model would
help mill owners decide whether to
refine their production procedures.
The U.S. Department of energy is
funding the $1.3 million project and
several private companies are letting
the university use their plants to
gather data.
Eric Ellis, a graduate student
working on the project, said, "The
whole object of the project is to
evatuate the pressing process" and
develop a computer model.
Ellis said the department is "fairly
well along" on the project which
began in the fall of 1978 and is
scheduled to be completed next
semester.
"The model will be owned by the
Department of Energy. All companies
intersted in the program will have
access to it." he said.
He said the project is focusing on
two types of information. The research
team needs to find out about the
compressive properties and permeability of paper—how easily it can
be "squeezed" and how easily water
flows through it.
Ken Jewett, another graduate student working on the project. said the
computer model would be a "numerical solution to a system of equations."
Jewett said it would be a predictive
model. "We can tell a person how
much money they're going to save by
building a newer press."
Jewett said productivity can be
increased, by removing more water
from the pressing process. "If they
press it out, they don't have to
evaporate it," he said.
By removing excess water. Jewett
said it could mean a great deal of
He said
savings tor some mills.
amount
could
it
mill,
depending on the
in
dollars
of
thousands
of
hundreds
to
savings.
"We're taking an art and turning it
into a science." Ellis said. "What
we've done is identify what is going on
inside a press."
Ellis said a group meets in each
quarter of the year for two days to
work on the project and look at new
information, he said the group is
composed of persons from the Beloit
Corporation, Albany International
Corporation, S.D. Warren Corporation
and the Chemical Engineering Department.
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Juice Bar offers change ofpace
Three or four years ago when the
snack bar first started, it was strictly a
health food spot. The only type of
snacks available were nuts, fruits and
freshly made juices. As the student's
tastes changed SO did the snacks.
Anchors said.

by Jo-Ann Parker
Staff Writer
As you walk into the small but
quaint Juice Bar of Hilltop Dining
Commons the pleasant aroma of raisin
bagels, cheese. and candy entices you.
The Juice Bar, with its growth in
popularity last year. was able to add
another room. "Business was good
last year, we made enough to make an
addition. The addition was no major
work, it was just a matter of putting a
hole in the wall and adding the game
room next door. It has added a nice
touch to the place. Now students can
sit and relax while they enjoy a
snack." said Scott Anchors, complex
co-ordinator.
The new room has small tables. a
couple of pinball machines and a
brightly colored mural painted by
Susan Rand. on the wall, during the
The mural is of
past summer.
characters like those found in the Dr.
Seuss storys. Anchors said.

study break they can visit with
friends." he added.
"The big hours here are from about
8 to 9 p.m. That's when most of the
students from the hill come in for a
break," said Kevin Levesque. student
employee. "It's opened until around
11 p.m. which makes it convient for
students who are coming back from
the library, many times they stop in
and grab something to eat before
going to their rooms," he said.
-The Juice Bar offers the students
an alterrWive to ordering pizza. It is
also much easier for them. Mostly the
students who come in are from the
hill," Pratson said.
"Business is fairly good so far this
year. We are slightly behind last year
in the number of people served and
the amount made, but its just like
anything else, its just probably
because students don't have a lot of
extra cash right flow," Anchors said.

-The juice bar now offers bagels.
cheese, candy, chips, crackers, all that
kind of junk food that students like."
said Eric Pratson. student employee.
"The students seem to really enjoy it,
because when they come down for a
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World News
Poland strikes, Warsaw Pact
meets in Hungary
WARSAW, POLAND (AP) was attending or what was on the
Poland's strike wave spread to a major
agenda,
but it was presumed Poland's
port and the universities Thursday,
unrest would be a major topic.
to
swelling the ranks of protesters
Students and professors at Radom's
about 400,000 across the nation.
higher
engineering school occupied
the
of
council
Meanwhile, the military
s demanding dismissal of the
classroom
meeting
began
Pact
Soviet-led Warsaw
got support from studenThey
rector.
in Hungary.
Solidarity union officials said 40,000 ts at Warsaw University who staged a
construction workers struck 68 fac- four-hour protest. They also received
pledges of support from other colleges
tories for two hours in the Baltic port
and
boruniversities across Poland.
German
of Szczecin, on the East
The
Radom students protested what
to
strike
wider
a
der, and threatened
called
they
"irregularities" in the elecsupplies.
building
get more
of
Michal Hebda as rector,
Prof.
Pact's
tion
Warsaw
the
Budapest,
In
military council opened a "regular saying the school should be run by an
session" attended by defense ministers elected, collective leadership.
Protests also erupted in Skarzysko
or their assistants from the seven East
near southeastern Kielce afHungarian
Kamienna,
the
Bloc member nations,
Solidarity office was
ter
local
the
said.
MTI
news agency
there declared
Workers
up.
smashed
Poland's
if
known
It was not
premier, party chief and defense they were ready to strike, claiming the
minister, Gen. Wojciech Jaruzelski. incident was an attack on the union.

Reagan allocated oil powers
WASHINGTON AP-The Senate on
Thursday voted overwhelmingly to
give the president powers he says he
doesn't want-to allocate oil supplies
and impose price controls in the event
of another embargo. The Senate voted
85-7 in favor of the bill, which would
replace emergency powers that expired Sept. 30. The bill now goes to
the House.
The bill pre-empts state allocation
formulas. but does allow the states
limited authority to impose conservation programs. such as off-even
gasoline sale schemes or car pooling
requirements.
The bill specifically forbids rationing of gasoline and dieses fuel
supplies for consumers. Sen. Lowell
Welcher. R-Conn.. attempted to insert
gas rationing authority, but was
defeated 73-22.
President Reagan has consistently
opposed the legislation. arguing that
the free market-including higher

prices can best allocate scarce supplies in times of emergencies.
But senators, led by the committee's chairman. Sen. James A.
McClure, R-Idaho. disagreed. They
said standby emergency powers
should at least be available to the
president in case the free market fails.
Should the marketplace fail and no
emergency powers exist, the sponsors
of the bill argued. Congress would be
under severe pressure to act hastily.
One of Reagan's chief allies in his
opposition to the bill was, ironically. a
Democrat.
Sen. Bill Bradley, D-N.J.. in
offering a substitute to the bill, argued
that allocation and price controls failed
miserably in the 1973 Arab oil
embargo and the 1979 shortage after
the Iranian revolution. He said the
market would do a better job than
burearcrats in allocating supplies.
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Columbia starts countdown
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) Columbia's launchpad was cleared
Thursday of all but essential workers
as technicians installed explosive
devices before starting the five-day
countdown for the space shuttle's
second flight.
The day-long installation of explosives on the launchpad began at
It included explosive
12:30 a.m.
charges to sever hold-down bolts to
release the spaceship at the moment of
launch and charges which the range

safety officer would detonate by. radio
signal to tear the vehicle apart in case it
drifted off course toward a populated
area.
Friday's launchpad schedule calls
primarily for close-out work in
preparation for starting the countdown. The main goal of the flight is
to prove that Columbia, which made a
highly successful flight debut last
April, can fly again.
The countdown is to start at 1 a.m.
EST Saturday', aiming for a 7:30 a.m.
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Opinion
Ample representation
Most members of the General Student Senate have
distinctive constituencies, such as fraternity houses
or dormitories.
Using the needs of their respective constituencies
as a basis for both opinion and ideas, the senators
have been expected to accept both a broad set of
ideas regarding issues pertinent to the entire university system and a narrower set of ideas that are
uniquely those of their immediate constituents.
One breed of senator, however, in the past has not
had to be responsible for the needs of a single set of
constituents. These are the off-campus senators.
Through no fault of their own, these senators are
responsible for the interests of a vast number of
students with interests ranging from the needs of the
more traditional "off-campus" students to those of
older students who commute to the university from
their homes and families, but still pay activity fees.
At its meeting Wednesday, the student government
cabinet discussed the possibility of districting offcampus areas so students living in those areas can
receive more direct representation.
While some persons have questioned the cabinet's
motives behind such discussions as geared toward
having greater control over what is now considered
bloc voting by the off-campus senators, the overall

idea behind districting is not totally ill-conceived.
Instead of simply districting the off-campus areas
by towns, any discussion of such a change should
center around providing an adequate representation
for all types of students, depending, of course, on the
different local population trends. Seats might be
allotted on the basis of residency, but also should be
considered on the basis of lifestyle, age, and a host of
other categories that could be brought up by various
sectors of the campus community.
The ultimate goal of any governing body in a
democracy is to give ample representation to any
viable sector of the governed populace. In this case,
the off-campus population represents as many different philosophies as there are off-campus students.
No one here is arguing that the current set up of
the off-campus senatorial delegation is wrong, but if
it can be improved to provide better representation, a
change would be in the best interest of all concerned.
The fact that some thought has been stimulated
concerning the issue of providing better representation within the student senate is admirable.
However, in-house political considerations should
not be a factor.
E.C.
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On the ropes
PAUL FILLMORE

Reagan
victory
Once the smoke had cleared in
the Senate chambers, it was apparent that Ronald Reagan had
walked away with yet another
victory.
By the time the decision was
announced on the news, it came
as no big surprise. In the last few
days before the big AWACS
vote, the steady trickle of
senators to the other side made
the almost certain defeat of two
weeks ago look less and less
positive.
The news reports of senatorial
arm-twisting and veiled promises
for supporting the sale all seemed
to take their toll on the senators
who were either undecided or
wavering in their opposition.
The way in which Reagan turned a potentially humiliating
situation for the administration
into a victory is one of the man
marvels of his tenure in office
thus far. No matter what anyone
says about his political ideology,
it is obvious that President
Reagan is one of the greatest
political operators of all time.
While the sale of the AWACS
down
was not crammed
Congress' throat like the budget
and tax cuts were, when it came
down to brass tacks, Reagan had
done it again.
In the last days before the sale,
he managed to turn what was once an issue of world security into
another issue which seemed to be
based largely on party lines. The
issue, the president seemed to tell
his republican opponents, was
not whether the Saudis should
receive the planes, but whether
his republican brethern would
turn their backs on the president
in his hour of need. There is only
one president of the United
States, he told them, arid he
should be supported on such important matters as foreign pt,licy
Other agreements made by the
president and his cohorts will indoubtedly never come out. But
at least one senator said there".1a certain amount of "linkagt.
between his support of the
president and the executive approval of a nomination in the
senator's home state. This is
probably only one of the man'
concealed or subtle offers made
by the president in his "hour of
need".
While the Reagan political
machine did not run as smoothly
as the public has been used to, it
The
did get the job done.
president walked away with vet
another "mandate" of support,
and he will probably bask in the
glory of it for at least the next
couple of weeks.
Clearly, the president achieved
his objective in the AWACS sale.
He will be known as the man who
dictates foreign policy, unlike the
sniveling bunch of political tools
in the senate who made it all
possible.
The president has
shown that he has Congress'
number.
The message is now clearer
than ever: when Ronald Reagan
speaks, people in the Congress
listen.
Paul Fillmore is a senior journalism major who would rather
he in Orono than Philadelphia.
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Staff Writer
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ELECT to change ad campaign
by Claudia Tucci
Staff Writer
The Committee for an Elected Maine Energy
Commission (ELECT) is changing its advertising
strategy to offset what it said are false claims being
made by the Coalition for Responsible Government.
The two sides are vying for voter support on the
Maine Energy Commission question, Nov. 3.
CRG,opponents of the bill, had run advertisements that said the commission would have unlimited
However, Maine Attorney
borrowing power.
General James Tierney issued an opinion Tuesday
that the commission would receive funding only
through normal funding channels.
Lance Tapley, ELECT director, said CRG's advertising is "all untrue. And now it's been shOwn to be
untrue by the attorney general." He said CRG is still
running misleading ads that say there has never been
any power like this given to a state agency in 160
years.
CRG chair Roger Mallar said, "We think our ad-

vertising has been fair. The net basic affect of this
legislation remains the same." He said Tierney's
opinion "doesn't change the real issue that this
would be an agency that could operate independently
of the rest of the state government."
Tapley said, "We've changed our ads to talk about
the false advertising and the large campaign contributions of the other side." He said ELECT has
talked with stations about dropping the ads or giving
ELECT time on a "one-to-one ratio."
Supporters of the bill have been reported as being
outspent by opponents by about 18 to 1. If enacted
the law would call for three commissioners, elected to
three-year terms, rather than three commissioners
appointed by the governor for seven years. The

YES NO

present Public Utilities Commission and the Office
of Energy Resources would be consolidated into one
agency.
As part of its two-year state energy plan, the commission would project energy needs for five, 10 and
I5-year periods. It would then devise ways to meet
those needs as much as possible with renewable
resources such as solar, low head hydro, wind, peat,
biomass and tidal resources and cogeneration.
The commission would re% ise procedures for ratemaking and otherwise regulating electric and natural
gas companies.
Where energy expansion would be planned, consideration would be given to its impact on environment, health and safety and costs to ratepayers.

MAINE ENERGY COMMISSION QUESTION
Shall"AN ACT to Create the Maine Energy Commission," become lass?

6
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Major utility companies
plan to increase rates
by Stephen Betts Staff Writer
The major utilities that are spending
money to defeat the PUC referendum
question are doing so because they
either have or plan to have major rate
increases presented before the commission by next week, said Bruce Reeves
the main proponent of the ballot issue.
Reeves, in a press conference held
Thursday afternoon in the Bangor
Public Library, said Central Maine
Power, Bangor Hydro Electric. New
England Telephone and the Maine
Public Service companies were spending thousands of dollars to defeat the
elected utilities commission to gain a
favorable ruling when the rate hearings are held.
"CMP and other major power
companies make the energy plan for
the state,•• Reeves said. "They want
to continue this by defeating this
referendum item."
Reeves cited statistics showing
Bangor Hydro had a $14 million rate
increase before the commission while
CM P would file a $60 million increase
request Monday. one day before the

election is held.
The elected utilities commission
advocate said the main reason for the
rate increase request is due to the
utilities poor out-of-state investments.
which he said would be corrected if the
ballot issue passed.
"The rate increases are because of
poor out - of- state investments in
nuclear power plants like the Seabrook
Nuclear Power plant." Reeves said.
They never sought approval from
Maine voters and now they come to us
to pay for it."
Reeves then listed the advantatges
of an elected commission.
"Eleven other states have elected
utilities commissions and their rates
are 10 to 20 percent lower than
Maine's." he said. -The elected
commission would have a priority for
conservation and use of renewable
resources."
Reeves also expressed his pleasure
with Maine Attorney General James
Tierney's advisory opinion announced
Tuesday saying the new commission
would not have any power to increase
the state's debt level.

YE

YE

by Dave Getch
Staff Writer

Bruce Reeves, who is leading the fight to have Maine's Public Utilities Commissioners elected, held a news conference Thursday afternoon at the Bangor
Public Library.

Money soughtfor development
by Richard Mulhern
Staff Writer
A $33.3 million economic dey clopment bond issue will be referendum
question number one on the Nov. 3
ballot.
The most controversial of the bond
issue's several parts is the use of $15
million to help finance Bath Iron
Works' planned expansion in Portland.
Other projects to be financed

YES NO

increased public costs., such as police
and sanitation. Under the plan,
Portland would mantain the old
Portland City Hospital as a ST-a-night
dormitory for the crews of ships being
operational. is expected to employ
refurbished.
1,000 persons. The state has called the
Common Cause, in a report cover68.3 million total cost of the bond issue ing the bond issue, cites disproporan investment and has predicted that tionate risks to be borne by the state,
the combined payroll, sales, liquor, the city and by BIW. It says the state
and cigarette taxes will bring in $196 and city have a risk "in excess of $60
million in revenue over the next 20 million, including interest, over a
years.
20-Near periods," while BIW's expoand the remaining $12.2 million would
be for working capital and purchasing
of shipyard equipment.
BIW's Portland yard, when fully

REFERENDUM QUESTION NO. I
"Shall a bond issue he ratified in the amount of 533.300,000 for agricultui al and
economic des elopment. including airport improc einem,. port facilities which 111.1 he
made as ailable by sale or lease for use by public or prit ate users, feed grain terminal
facilities and potato storage and centraliied packing facilities?"
Total Estimated Debt Ser% ice ol S68.265,000 of %k hich Principal is $33300.000.
Estimated Interest at 10(ro 0% er 20 \'earl. is S34,965.000.

through the referendum are statewide
airport improvements, potato-packing
and grain storage facilities, and a
cargo facility at Searsport.
At a rate of 10 percent over 20
years. interest on the bonds will be
$35 million, brining the total bill to
$68.3 million.
Maine Common cause. a citizen's
lobby, has attacked the state's role in
the BIW expansion as "one of the
most far-reaching and dangerous
proposals in the histroy of our state
and, in fact, in the history of the
United States."
Supporters of the bond issue have
called the charge absurd.
Under the plan. Portland would
raise $15 million from its own bond
issue to buy the Maine State Pier and
additional land and to build and
800-foot finger pier.
The state would use $15 million
from its bond issue and the $4.6
million from the sale of the Maine
State Pier to build or purchase a
floating drydock that BIW would lease
for ship refurbishing.
The agreement between BIW. the
state and the city of Portland would
call for BIW to contribute $16.7 million
to the project. Of this. $4.5 million
would be its share of drydock costs

Common Cause says these calculations are based on questionable
assumptions. These assumptions include full, uninterrupted, and constantly growing employment at the
facility, and a continued uninterrupted
rate of inflation.
CommOn Cause also says the
revenue figures. based on the presence at any given moment of about
1.240 sailors while their ships are
refurbished, treats the tax revenues as
"gravy" and fail to consider the

It concludes the $30 million in state
and city bond issues would be
"essentially a gift to the Congoleum
Corporation (BIW's parent company),
not a loan." and the arrangement is a
"subsidy, not a partnerhsip."
"
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which it will own. The state will be
converting cash assets into facility
assets and there is no risk as long as
the state controls the assets. Campbell
said.
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James McGregor, BIW spokesman
on the bond issue, could not be
reached for comment on Thursday.

* vote *

sure is' less than $6 million and is
limited to a five-year period."
Common Cause says the agreements amount to a -five-year lease at
substantially below cost. which BIW
has the option to extend for 20 years."

BREWER CINEMA CTR•

Maine's Transportation Commissioner George Campbell has discounted Common Cause's charges and
termed the bond issues an investment.
He said that when the state spends the
money, it is investing in a facility
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Ballot questions ask for funding Energy chief
YES NO

REFERENDUM

rESTION NO.2

defends
state policy

"Shall a bond issue be ratified in the amount ot S12,300,000 for bridge and
highway improvements?"
Total Estimated Debt Service of $25,215,000 of which Principal is $12,300,000,
Estimated Interest at 10% over 20 Years is $12,915,000.

YES NO

REFERENDUM QUESTION NO.3
"Shall a bond issue be ratified in the amount of $2,000,000 for energy conser‘ation improvements in state-owned buildings?"
Total Estimated Debt Service of $2,500,000 of which Principal is $2,000,000,
Estimated Interest at 10% over 5 Years is $500,000.

by Dave Getchell
Staff Writer
There will be six referendum
questions on the ballots facing Maine
voters on Nov. 3.
Each of the six asks voter approval
for the state to borrow money to finance the projects involved by issuing
bonds. The state must then repay the
full amount of the loans plus interest
within the time period specified for
each bond issue.
The loans concerned in this election
total $50.7 million, with a stateprojected interest of $51,635,000 over
the next 20 years, for a $102,335,000
total.
Questions one through three involve
state funding of economic and
agricultural developments such as
shipyard and dock construction; new
potato-processing and feed grain plants; and energy-conservation improvements to state-owned buildings.
Questions four through six would
finance additional state park facilities;
municipal solid waste treatment and
recovery systems; and new equipment

YES NO

Portland harbor to be leased to Bath
Iron Works as part of that firm's
shipyard expansion there. Question
One would also provide $IO million to
rebuild cargo-handling and dock
facilities at the deepwater harbor on
Sears Island in Searsport; a $5 million
loan program for potato storage and
packing plants in Aroostook county;
$3 million for a feed-grain shipping
terminal to be built in the Lewiston
area; and $300,000 for ail port improvements.
Question Two would issue $12.3
million worth of bonds to finance
bridge and highway improvements. If
approved, these sta:e funds could bring
over $70 million in federal matching
highway funds. The $12.3 million
bond issue would be issued for a 20year period, with an expected intrest
of $12.9 million.
The third referendum question involves a $2 million fund for "energyconservation improvements in stateowned buildings." These bonds would
fund a five-year period, a shorter time
than any of the other questions on the
ballot. Because of the short term,

Chebeague islands in Casco Bay, and
Colonial Pemaquid in Bristol. The
already-existing Laudholm State Park
in Wells would get more facilities,
while any leftover funds would be used
to obtain park lands in central Maine,
northern Aroostook county, and the
Bangor area.
Question Five would make a $I
million fund available "to assist
municipalities with solid waste for
resource conservation and recovery
systems." If the issue is approved, the
state Board of Environmental Protection could dispense matching funds to
help municipalities research or build
incinerators or solid-waste recycling
systems to replace now-illegal dumps
where garbage was allowed to burn in
the open.
The final referendum question asks
approval for $600,000 to replace
television equipment for the Maine
Public Broadcasting Network. The
money, if approved, would be administered by the University of Maine.
It would finance new TV transmission
gear for MPBN stations in Calais,
Presque Isle and Bangor.

REFERENDUM.QUESTION NO.4
"Shall a bond issue be ratified in the amount of $1,500,000 for development of
state park facilities?"
Total Estimated Debt Service of $3,075,000 of which Principal is $1,500,000,
Estimated Interest at 10% over 20 Years is $1,575,000.

YES NO

REFERENDUM QUESTION NO.5

AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) - Energy
Chief Gordon Weil on Wednesday
made a pitch for the Brennan administration's state energy policy, contending that it hasn't merely "been
gathering dust," as supporters of the
proposed Maine Energy Commission
have charged.
He also said that Maine is likely to
lose roughly $200,000 next year in
federal funds for conservation and
development of renewable resources,
although Congress has yet to take a
final vote.
The Legislature will be asked to
decide next winter whether it wants to
appropriate state money to make up
for part or all of the federal cuts, Weil
added.
He told a special legislative committee studying the state's energy policy
that 64 of 126 specific recommendations in it have already been put into
effect. The policy was developed by
the Office of Energy Resources, much
of it during the term of former OER
chief John Joseph, and was adopted by
Gov. Joseph Brennan in June.
Supporters of the proposed Maine
Energy Commission contend that the
state has never had a consistent energy
policy and that an elected commission,
charged with developing a policy
focused on renewable resources, would
do a better job.
The proposal, which is on the ballot
next Tuesday, would abolish the OER,
now headed by Weil, and the Public
Utilities Commission, which regulates
utilities. The proposed new commission, headed by a panel of three
popularly elected commissioners,
would take over their duties.
Brennan and Weil are among those
who oppose the proposal.

"Shall a bond issue be ratified in the amount of $1,000,000 to assist municipalities
w it h solid w aste for resource conservation and recovery systems?"
Total Estimated Debt Service of $2,050,000 of which Principal is $1,000,000,
Estimated Interest at 10% over 20 years is S1,050.000.
for Maine Public Broadcasting Network television stations.
The first referendum question is the
largest; it asks approval of a $33.3
million bond issue for "agricultural
and economic development." The
question would include $15 million for
construction of a floating drydock in

projected interest is approximately
$500,000.
Question Four concerns the
acquisition and development of additional state park lands. If approved,
the question would provide $1.5
million to purchase land and build
park facilities on part of the Alli.gash
Waterway, Jewell and
Little
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Constitutionalissues confront voters
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT NO. I

YES NO

by Dave Getchell
Staff Writer
The last 3 of ten questions on the Nov. 3
ballot propose changes. in the Maine state
constitution.
The first would place a I-year limit on the
validity of signatures on petitions. Currently, such signatures are valid indefinitely.
The second proposed amendment would
require legislators to reside in the districts
they represent. At present, it is possible for
a person to live in one district of a multidistrict municipality and be elected to
another in the same city.
Proposed amendment 3 would reduce the
Maine State School Building AuthoriWs
bonded indebtedness in an effort to regain
favorable bond ratings and lower interest
rates.

"Shall the Constitution of Maine be amended to change the initiative provisions to
require that for initiatives begun after the effective date of this resolution all signatures
be dated and limit the validity of a signature to one year?"

PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT NO.2

YES NO

"Shall the Constitution of Maine be amended to clarify the residency requirements for candidates for and members of the House of Representatives by requiring that they must reside in the district %% hich they represent?"

YES NO

PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAI„AMENDMENT NO.3
"Shall the Constitution of Maine be amended as proposed by a resolution of the
Legislature to decrease the bonding limit of the Maine School Building Authority from
$10,000,000 to $6,000,000?"

Bond issue to finance new MPBN equipment
REFERENDUM QUESTION NO.6

YES NO

by Gretchen Piston
Staff Writer
On Tuesday, Nov. 3, Maine voters
will go to the polls to vote on six
referendum questions including
question number six which reads,
"Shall a bond issue be ratified in the
amount of $600,000 for equipment
replacement for the Maine Public
Broadcasting Network?"
"If passed," Barbara Beers, director
of promotion for MPBN said, "the
$600,000 will be used to help us qualify
for 1.8 million in federal matching
dollars. The total cost of the project
will be $2.4 million.
The money will come to MPBN
headquarters here (at UMO) and will

"Shall a bond issue be ratified in the amount of $600,000 for equipment replacement for the Maine Public Broadcasting Network?"
$600,000.
Total Estimated Debt Service of $1,230,000 of which Principal is
Estimated Interest at 1007o over 20 Years is $630,000.
be used to replace television transmitters here, in Calais and in Presque Isle.
We will also purchase video-tape
recording equipment which will be
used statewide."
The average life expectancy for a
television transmitter is 18-20 years,
and MPBN has three transmitters that
are more than 18 years old. Channel
13 in Calais has been in operation 7
days a week, 16 hours per day for 18
years.
"A good analogy would be your TV

set at home," said Beers. "Imagine it
it had been put to such extensive use
what shape it would be in?"
"The important thing is that the
transmitters are now 18 years old. It
will take a couple of years to go
through the bidding process and get the
federal monies. By then the transmitters will be at least 20 years old, so the
matter is quite pressing."
Replacement of the transmitters
will cost roughly $500,000 each,"
Beers said.

"To replace our transmitter on the
top of Mars Hill which serves
Aroostook County will cost $400,000
to $500,000. We have no choice but to
replace the system. Our transmitters
are so old, the original parts are no
longer available. We've been jerryrigging parts to keep them going,"
Beers said.
MPBN is a seven station network
consisting of three radio and four
tele% ision stations.
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Response
EQUAL
TIME
The
Maine
Campus
welcomes letters to the editor.
Letters should be brief and include a name and telephone
number.
Names will be withheld only
under special circumstances.
"Anonymous" and open letters, although welcome, will
not be published.
The Maine Campus reserves
the right to edit letters for libel,
clarity, taste and to fit available
space.

Thanks
To the editor:
On behalf of Dr. Dennis
Cox and the University of
Maine Singers, I would like to
thank the Maine Campus staff
for the fine coverage we
received in your Oct. 29 issue.
We are proud to be representing the university at this
year's American Choral Directors Association Regional
Convention, and we appreciate your interest in our
progress. Margaret Sterling
vlember, University Singers

Personal feud is not news
le the Id U

In Student Government
President Charlie Mercer's letter to the UM() students
published on the Student
Government Newspage of the
Oct. 27 Mame Campus, he
addressed some personal
criticism, leydled at him by a
person identified by him only
as Steve and published in a

be Steven P. Anderson, Legal
Education Coordinator of
Student Legal Services until
his resignation on Oct. 15) isat best- only peripherally a
student government matter
and certainly is not news. May
I therefore suggest that the
Student
Government
Newspage is not the place for
it.

Campus article of Oct. 23, by
responding in kind. Excerpts
from President Mercer's letter:
Well, Steve, you've
goofed again, but so what else
is new?...Well, Steve, I would
dare say that .rIni are the
selfish one."
Well, editor, I would dare
say that President Mercer's
personal feud with this Steve
(who, incidentally, appears to

Roger H. Johnstone
Old Town

john toole

commentary

The real world
Halloween is here and I
can't think of a better time
to discuss the real world.
Like the proper trick-ortreater, the real world is
dressed up by professors,
college administrators and
parents to scare the hell out
of you.
The professor tells his
students that they must
complete a term paper to
prove they are capable of
surviving in the real world.
Deadlines can not be missed
for assignments, because in
the real world people don't
get second chances.
This is, to paraphrase
Hem y Ford, a lot of bunk.
The real world is full of
second chances. Deadlines
are missed daily by contracreporters,
tors,
businessmen, transporand
workers
tation
politicians.

Does the world stop? Do
persons and things cease to
function? No.
Hell, millionaires have
been created from missed
deadlines. How do you
think George Steinbrenner
The
made his fortune?
owner of the New York
Yankees built an empire
from cost overruns on Pentagon contracts for his
ships.
I'm not encouraging
students to forget about
their term papers and head
to the local pub every night.
What I am saying is I'm
mad as hell about this "real
world" crap and I'm not
going to take it anymore.
Professors seem to
automatically assume that
if a student can't complete
or keep up with the work
load, they can not cope with
life.

This is a totally false
assumption.
Every person works at a
different rate of speed. If a
person is falling behind in
his work, this does not
mean he is headed for the
poor farm.
More often than not, it
means the student is having
to deal with a heavy work
load. Parkinson's law says
that work will fit the time
available. If no time is
available, then the work
just won't get done.
I think what I'd like to do
is start a protest. If all the
students refuse to pass in all
assignments for the rest of
the semester, I figure we
can give the faculty a dose
of the real world.
John Took is a junior
journalism major from
Bangor, Maine.

Military research needs
tide reported, militaryrelated research has been
increasing in recent years at
universities across the
nation, with only a few
complaints being launched.
The lessons of Vietnam, it
would seem, have been too
quickly forgotten.
Although UMO is hardly
one of the universities
receiving millions of dollars
from the Defense Department and other military
sources, its pursuit of the
military dollar is worth considering. Since the Vietnam
war, a few universities
elsewhere have had to
decide whether they would
accept monetary gifts and
research funds from various
repressive regimes abroad.
It was argued that accepting
such money would compromise these !miversities'
intellectual integrity as well
as their morality. The same
charge could apply to
military-funded research at
any university, including
UMO.
The key question, of
course, is whether one supports or opposes the "basic
research needs" and goals
of the military. During last
year's debate on the introduction of another
ROTC chapter to our campus, it was argues that the
American military props up
repressive governments,
protects coporate investments, and threatens the
world with nuclear destruction. Reasonable men and
women will dispute this
assertion, but I, for one,
find it compelling.
This is not the Vietnam
war anymore, and I have
not doubt that my plea will
fall largely on indifferent or
hostile ears. Some faculty
opposed to the military may
still argue that attackes on
military-funded research
threaten academic freedom.
Let the debate begin. Let
us consider whether universities should help the
military meet its "basic
research needs". And let us
at UMO resist the allure of
military funds, and urge
others to follow our example.
Steve Barkan

To the editor:
The October iscue o;. the
Sponsored Programs
Division's newsletter reports that in the next few years
the "Department of Defense will become a mqjor
source of research funding
for universities, "with a 20
percent rise in such funding
scheduled for the new fiscal
year. The newsletter adds,
"Department of Defense
officials predict a continued
growth in the department's
reliance on university
research to meet its basic
research needs."
For those concerned over
the role of the U.S. military
in foreign affairs and its
willingness to start a
nuclear war, the newletter's
announcement represents
an ominous development.
While the Defense Department is increasing its funding, other sources are
decreasing their own,
making military-related
research even more attractive. The next several years
will also see a continued
glut of faculty members in
many disciplines, increasing
the pressure for research
that in turn lead .to tenure,
again adding to the appeal
again adding to the appeal
of, Defense Department
funds.
What are the "basic
research needs" of the
Defense Department?
During the Vietnam war
students and faculty at
several universities attacked
research at their campuses
that was funded by the
Defense Department and
other military sources. They
charged that such research
contributed both directly
and indirectly to the
American military effort in
Vietnam. Their efforts succeeded in curtailing such
research at some universities, and, more generally',
called attention to the fundamental contribution of
universities to the American
military posture.
With the end of the of the
Vietnam war came an end
to criticism of university
research for the military. As
a recent Boston Globe ar-
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Sports

by Katrina NI
Staff Writer

Maine defense a key vs.Huskies
by Joe McLaughlin
Staff Writer

se.

Paul Pawlik wishes Maine football
players were slow learners. Pawlik. the
Northeastern University Huskies head
coach, was hoping the Bears would still
be struggling with their new Wing-T
offense tomorrow when Maine travels
to Boston to play. the Huskies at Parsons Field.
However. with over 300 total yards
in a 31-10 loss to UConn last week and
an impressive upset victory. 26-16. two
weeks before over New Hampshire.
"solid" rather than "struggling," is a
more accurate word to descirbe the
Maine football team.
"Their offense is just getting
cranked up now and they're getting
better and better," Pawlik said. "I
was hoping that by the time they
played us, they would still be learning
it.
Paw Ilk said he was concerned with
the Maine running attack, even though
All-American Lorenzo Bouier is still
bothered by a pulled hamstring. "A
halt-Bower, or a three-quarters-Bouier
II! dangerous. We'll he very careful
in handling him," he said. "Bennett
(fullback Matt) also looked very good
against UNH and we ha\ e a tremen-

Halfback Lorenzo Bonier, who has
been hampered 1)) a hamstring pull
be back in action against ortheastern. Saturda.

dous amount of respect for Ouellette
(halfback Pete). He can do a lot of
things."
Northeastern is currently 2-4 and
was defeated by New Hampshire last
Saturday, 24-17. Pawlik said he will be
trying to establish a running attack
against Maine tomorrow. "If you
establish the run, everything else
loosens up," he said.
The Huskie running attack,
however, has been far from successful
in their past games. Their leading
rusher is fullback Jim Forrai with just
170 yards at a 4.0 average. Freshman
Mike Howes and senior Clint Mitchell
will be joining Forrai in the backfield
at the tailback positions.
Sophomore Gregg Prebles will be the
Huskies starting quarterback. Prebles
took over the starting job three weeks
ago from sophomore Kirk McMahon
and Pawlik said Prebles has helped
turn around the Northeastern offense.
Prebles has passed for 352 yards with
25 completions at a .455 percentage.
"They throw the football well,"
Maine coach Ron Rogerson said.
"Their offense has the potential to
move the ball and move it well."
Northeastern features the 1-oftenst
and Rogerson said at times, the
Huskies can feature a prettv
sophisticated passing attack. Senior

Hockey Blue-White game to tone skills for opener
by Joe McLaughlin
Staff Writer
Maine hockey fans will get a preview
look at the Black Bear hockev squad
tomorrow when the team plays its first
annual blue-white game at Allond
arena.
The 28-man squad will be di% ided into two teams and the fans will be
treated to three 15 minute periods of
exciting college hockey .
Maine coach Jack Semler has to cut
his team to four lines and six defensullen and he said the scrimmage
will allow him to make some important
decisions. "A lot of people are playing
evenly. 1 couldn't make good decisions
without the game because it's so
close." he said. "The scrimmage puts
pressut e on people to perform in a

game like situation."
The competiveness among the
players will eventually allow Semler to
select another solid Maine team. In a
was, Semler said he was pleased he was
has mg difficulty cutting his squad
down.
"It's a good sign we've been having
problems deciding," he said. "We've
accomplished an awful lot since practice began."
Semler. who is beginning his fifth
year as Maine's hockey' coach has 13
lettermen returning to his team. Senior
veterns. co-captain David Ellis, Andre
Aubut, Gaetan Bernier. Richard Cote,
Robert Lafluer, Dwight Montgomery
and Rob Zarnej‘ will all be playing
their final season in a Maine uniform.
Maine's season opener is in Presque
Isle against New Brunswick on Nov. 14

Spikers favored in tourney
hv Ken Walt,
Staff Writer
I he l, \1() women's velley1,,tit tean
travel' to the University of Farmington Saturday for an invitational
tournament which includes ten instate teams and looks to be a preview
of the state tournament a week from
now .
c expect to do wr) well dowh
there." coach Janet Anderson said.
"The only team we haven't seen yet is
Farmington. and they seem to have
very good program."
The tournament will be broken
down into three pools of teams. The
pools consist of UM(), Unity College,
UMFK. and the University of New
England in pool one; UMF, St.
Joseph's and Husson in pool two; and
UMPI. USM. and UMM in the last
pool.
Maine looked to be in tough shape
this weekend with both starter Linda

Kaczor and reserve Beth Nitchke out
with injuries. Kaczor sprained her
ankle when a Husson player landed on
it while Linda was sprawled on the
floor after making a nice spike block.
Nitchke injured her leg while diving
for a ball in the Presgue Isle
Ins national tournanient
"Both Linda and Beth should be
ready by Saturday." Anderson said.
"Linda is very important to our team.
She has had ice on the ankle and can
move it pretty well now."
Anderson expects UMO. Farmington. and Presque Isle to win their
pools and says, "from there it's going
to be a struggle. But we are playing
well now and I expect us to continue."
Maine is 15-8 on the season, with
their only losses being to out-of-state
teams. Anderson feels that the teams
that do well in Farmington will
probably go to the state's. The top
eight teams compete in the state
tournament at the University of Maine

and Semler said tomorrov's blue-white
contest will enable the Bears to tone
their skills for the first game. "We've
covered ever facet of our system in
practice." he said. "It's time to see
how those things are looking, what our
strent hs and weaknesses are."
In tomorrow's game, Semler will
start freshman goalie Pete Smith for
the Blue squad and sophomore Duffy
Loney for the White. Freshman ss alk on And 1 ehmann, another goalie
candidate will not play due to a broken
thumb which will put him out of action
for three weeks.
11 neither goalie establishes himself
as a slarter. Semler said he would not
hesitate to alternate them like he did
with Jim Tortorella and Nord for three
seasons. "In the early going I always
felt until one goalie wins the job, I like
to have two in there," he said.
At tomorrow 's intra-squad game.
the fans will be treated to a special admission rate. Adults will be charged a
dollar and fans 18 and under will be
charged 50 cents, unless they come
dressed in a Halloween costume or a
mask. UMO students will all-sports
passes and those in costumes will be
admitted free.
,4mp.,I

wide receiver Bill LaFrenier, with 17
receptions for 336 yards and junior
tight end, Mark O'Brien with 16 receptions at 229 yards, are the leading
Huskie receivers.
Defensively, Northeastern uses a 5-2
and Rogerson said they are an
aggressive squad. "They can be vvy
aggressive on defense." he said.
"They don't have exceptional site, but
they're not small either."
The Huskies will be trying to stop
Maine's scrambling quarterback Rich
LaBonte. LaBonte rushed for 58 yards
last Saturday and executed the QB option almost to perfection.
"I was very much impressed with
LaBonte," Pawlik said. "We can't let
him get around the corner on us."
Maine is currently 1-6-1, but has a
good chance for their second victory of
the season tomorrow. Rogerson said
he wants the victory for his team.
"They've done too much for the
program to not have a win tomorrow,"
he said. "Things haven't worked out
in the won-loss category, but they've
accomplished a lot with other things
and learned a new offense when things
got tough."
• .morrow 's game with Nortneastern, the Bears will finish out their
season with two more games on the
road against Princeton and Delaware.

Sportsdates
Football-at Northeastern, 1:00
Field
Hockey-Oct. 30-31,
MAIAW,at Bowdoin
Soccer-Oct. 31, Nasson, home,
1:00
Men's cross country-Oct. 30,
Maine Invitational% at Colby
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Penobscot Valley Ski Club"s
!USED SKI EQUIPMENT SALE,
Saturday, October 31, 1981
Bangor Armory, MainSt., Bangor
Equiptment registration — Oct. 30, 6pm-9pm
Y. Sale & equiptment registration — Oct. 31
!
9am-5pm i
Bring in your gear and register register each V
I item for 25e PVSC: will sell it for you for only
15% commission

FREE ADMISSION TO THE
SALE!
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Field Hockey team aiming for third title
by Katrina Morgan
Staff Writer

The women's field hockey team heads into state
tournaments today ranked ntimher one, and will try
to make it the third consecutive year as undefeated
state champs.
The tournament will be held at Bowdoin College
today and tomorrow, and is a four team-single
elimination championship. Maine is ranked first,
followed by Bowdoin, the University of Presque Isle
and the University of Maine at Farmington. The
Bears will play the number four team today at 12:30
p.m. and the following games at 2 p.m. will be the
number two and three teams. On Saturday the consolation game will be played at 10 a.m. and the final
will be at noon.
Maine stands with a 6-0 instate record and if they
win it will be the third consecutive year the team has
won the state final and remained undefeated by instate competitors. In the regular season Maine
played all of the tournament contenders and was victorious. The Bears played UMF twice during the
regular season and soundly beat them both times.
"We should be able to come out on top," said
coach Deb Davis, "but everyone always plays over
their heads in tournament competition and we have
to be careful."

Booters finish a fine
year with Nasson
The UMO soccer team will finish up
the season this weekend at home with a
game against Nasson College Saturday
at 1 p.m. The Black Bears will try to
even their season at .500 with an 8-8
record.
Brian Doyle, assistant soccer coach
for Maine, said this weekend's game is
crucial for the Black Bears. "It's important to win this game for three
reasons," Doyle said. "First of all, it's
always good to end the season on a
positive note. Second, it will even our
record at the .500 mark. And thirdly,
the UMO soccer team has never won
eight games in one season before and
this will show that soccer is taking a
turn for the better."
Nasson, under the leadership of a
new coach this season, is 5-7. Keith
Gold joined the team in Spring% ale at
the beginning ot the season alter
having coached at a Prep school in
Virginia.
Since Gold didn't take over until
August, no recruiting was done for the
team, which graduated three-quarters
of the starting line last spring. "We
only have four returning starters,"
Gold said, "so this is a building year
for us. I'm trying to rebuild a dead
program. Hopefully. we'll be able to
attract sonic key players."
Doyle said he is concerned about the
game this weekend. "They will come
up here to play, and it's a very important game for us. Our players better be
ready.

The Field Hockey team will be ranked number one
entering this weekend's state finals in Farmington.
Maine opens against UMF at 12:30 today.

The second and third place teams never met during
the regular season and Davis said she would guess
Bowdoin would come out on top. Maine beat
Bowdoin a week ago 2-0, in a game Davis said the
team "was a little loose on defense."
Davis said this tournament does not qualify teams
for regional playoffs, and for this reason both Bates
and Colby will go to the National Association of
Field Hockey in College Athletic (NAFHCA) tournaments which qualifies outstanding individuals to
compete regionally, but not the teams.
Davis said the other teams probably will go into
the games with the strategy of trying to shut down
Maine's top scorers, Besty Hardy and Janet Hoskin.
According to the mid-season totals, Hardy is the
number one scorer in the state with 16 goals in eight
games and Hoskin is fourth on the list, with six
scores in 10 games. Cheryl Kimball is third in the
state for goalies and Davis expects to start Kimball in
today's game.
Davis expects to be up against Bowdoin in the
finals and said, "In all honesty, barring any injuries
and unforeseen problems, we should come out on
top."
Davis said the league has been asking the players
throughout the season for their choice of opposing
team players that they consider outstanding and on
the final list were Besty Hardy, Janet Hoskin and
Joanne Mirabito. Davis said the team is up for the
games both mentally and phyt,:ally.

Harriers to challenge for New England title
by Max Cavalli
Staff Writer
It is a strange time in the lives of
many University of Maine students.
For much of the student body this
weekend it means witches and puck
rockers creeping out from the campus.
However for the X-country runners it
will be hard running and serious
competition.
Today, the men's team will travel to
Colby for the state championship,
which the women's team gained with a
outstanding low score of 21 Saturday.
According to coach Jim Ballinger.
"Colby has been running well, and
they are coming off a key in-state
victory. We only beat them by nine at
home in mid-season."
Co-captain Jerry Clapper, who
finished fifth in Saturday's Eastern's
at UConn. is the favorite.
Peter
Bottomly. co-captain Donny Ward and
Steven Ridley should compete strongly after a below par performance at
UConn.
On Halloween. the 9-1 women's
squad, their only loss was to B.C. in a
close early season encounter, will have
the opportunity to show why they are
ranked number four in the Northeast
by the Associated Press coaches' poll.
Harvard, who will competing in the

followed by Boston College and
Boston University. The meet which is
taking place at Keene State College in
New Hampshire, could prove an
important test. Coach Ballinger said.
"this meet gives us the opportunity to
see where we stand on the national
level.There are quite a few teams like
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The Central Intelligence Agency is
looking for men and women who want
a career with a challenge and rewards
to match.
Not everybody can work for the Central Intelligence Agency but you
may be one of them It takes intelligence skill initiative a willingness
to take charge — and the ability to cope with challenges and possible
hardships or work in unusual and uncomfortable places Out takes the
ability to piece together information from many sources and build it into
a pictuie of what s happening in the world
Right now we need people with these backgrounds Computer
Sciences • Economics [graduate degree required • Engineering
laero civil electric electronic, mechanical nuclear' • E win Area
Studies 'graduate degree required' • languages 'Russian Eastern
European Middle Eastern Oriental) • Mathematics • Photographic
Interpretation • Physical Sciences 'graduate degree required'
Some of these positions are in the Washington. 0 C area others are
abroad Any position would place you within an elite group of people
Graduate or undergraduate degrees in the appropriate academic field is
necessary arid practical work espenence is a big help liberal
insurance retirement and leave benefits You have to be an American
citizen
If you re a person who wouldn 1 be content with an ordinary rob send
youi resume in confidence to the Central Intelligence Agency P0 Bor
9111 Boston Ma 02114

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
An equal opportunity/affirmative action employer

Rhode Island who we have not seen
yet. but have heard much about."
Jo-anne Choinere. who has set
several new Black Bear records,
should figure in the top ten. Other
runners such as Kim McDonald and
Rose Prest, who have been very close
to Choinere all season, will also be
strong.

Main St, Orono
PM Sun -Thurs.
NEW HOURS: Unti1 -10:30
-9:00PM Fri-Sat.

•
•

Deliveries Sun-Thurs 7-10:15PM
•
•

DELIVERY SPECIAL

•

for November

•
•

1Bargain cure for the Ilunchiesi

S.

SUPER SANDWICH(Italian)

$1.00

HAM & CHEESE

$1.50

Delivery Special Only
delivery charge 75`
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COME

JOIN US IN THE • • •

LH
OF OUR NEWEST STORE
LOCATED AT 99 PARK ST.,
ORONO
AT THE MAIN ENTRANCE
TO THE UNIVERSITY
Or.

II(

featuring
GASOLINE

at 7 a.m.

at low, low

for your convenience
Nile Owl will be open...

24

EVER
HE
oFYTDAY

DAY

everyday prices

FRIENDLY COURTEOUS SERVICE
PEPSI

YEAR

COLA

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
Yes — a 6 oz. cup of

COFFEE

freshly brewed coffee

AND

plus a fresh, delicious

$1.69

REG
PRICE

SAVE \
26' )

54'

500m1
6 pack

Plus deposit & tax

,
9

BOTH
FOR 44

MILLER BEER
and Miller Lite

$9.75 ae
case

University of

Bangor Savings

only
24-12oz. Bar bottles
Plus deposit & tax

Maine
Orono Campus
•

NITE
OWL

Limit one
I per family.

I

Penobscot River

6 pack

$4.59

12 oz. bottles

Schweppe s

GINGER
ALE
2 Liter
bottle

99c

save 50c

r.................................................,
:50c THIS COUPON WORTH 50d1I
I

College Ave.

HEINEKEN
BEER

Plus deposit & tax

SAVE 60'

DO—NUT

do-nut

MITE

loi
CONVENIENlid
CE STORE
(
OPEN 24 HOURS
also

GRAND OPENING
TODAY!!

HOAU RS

MG-

I
1
.
I
I

50'

Good at
Orono only.

TOWARD ANY STEWART
• • . FAST FOR YOU ...

'50
I '

I
I
I

e

I

SANDWICH
Offer expires Nov. 14, 1981.
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